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Business & others..

Move on!
What I have observed with so many people is that they get disturbed easily. It takes a small
comment or remark that leaves people in unrest. The person who gave you the unrest moves
on and so should you but you don't. And that's the reason we remain unhappy most of the
times.
Why should I move on when the matter hasn't settled yet? is the question your brain would
pop as soon as you try and appease yourself. But then you should seek inspiration. And to
look for the inspiration, you do not need to look outside or
inside. All you need to realize is that the clock is ticking.
The time has moved on. An instance happened in office
took place at 11:35 a.m. today and its already 4:29 p.m.
You will get your answer easily. You will know what paradigm the God has designed the world with. It keeps on
moving. Things are bound to happen so they do. And time is bound to move on after the
instance is over, so should you.
But its not just that you move on without any takeaway. With any instance you get a lesson
to learn. So pickup the lesson and dump all the silly words, stupid gestures, and fake attitudes. Simply throw all the packaging outside the window of your moving Time Car. Pickup
the food it had. Eat well and move on!

Editorial

Have We
Failed To
Develop Our
Children As
'SAFETY
GENTLEMEN'?

It was a proud and a delightful moment for the
father sitting as a pillion rider, while his 12year old son drove the scooty. Suddenly, a car
came out of nowhere. Not knowing what to
do, the boy turned the handle in the other direction and the scooty crashed. The boy’s father
lost his life…
Whose fault was it? Do we have a reply?
The father was happy that he was making his
child independent at such a small age. On the
other hand, aspiring to be like his father, the
boy did not know the consequences of driving
at such a tender age. Can the child really pardon himself for the loss of his father? Or should
he?
We as a society have failed to develop our
children as ‘Safety Gentlemen’.
Today, parents with great pride & confidence,
allow their young children to drive a vehicle.
Parents think it will make their child self-reliant.

But will it really? Are these children even capable of making life decisions at such a young
age? There is a reason why the government
has permitted the legal age of driving a nongeared two-wheeler only at 16, whereas, a
geared two-wheeler and a four-wheeler still
needs you to be 18. Are we smarter than the
system? Parents tend to take the system for
granted and then blame the system again for
the chaos. They don’t realize that they themselves are responsible for bringing indiscipline
on the roads and putting their child’s life at
risk. Parents ought to understand that maturity can’t have double standards. Safety is an
attitude and its first teaching starts at home.
‘Safety’ should be made obligatory in the school
curriculum from the primary classes itself.
Schools should provide professional training
to teachers who can impart quality road safety education to the students.
This is how we can develop a generation of
‘Safety Gentlemen’.
Today, the condition of the nation is horrifying
with 16 children killed in road accidents every
day. When our children are taught about road
safety, they will bring about the change in the
system and mind-sets.
These ‘Safety Gentlemen’ will give rise to a
safer generation, who will perhaps someday,
make India the first accident-free country in
the world.
The visions are drawn long term – But we also
need to build a ROADMAP.
Be Safe Zindagi in an initiative by Hindustan
Zinc to achieve the mission of making Rajasthan
an accident free state.

Shakti Pumps Q2 Fy 19 Profits
up by 207% to Rs 9.27 crore
Udaipur: Shakti Pumps, a leading manufacturer of Energy Efficient stainless steel Pumps
and Solar Energy Solutions in India with exports to over 100 countries, reported total revenue
of Rs. 139 crore for the Q2 Fy 19 ended Sep 30, 2018 a 104% growth and Net Profit stands at
Rs. 9.27 crore a 207% growth YOY. Commenting on the results, Mr. Dinesh Patidar, Chairman
& Managing Director, Shakti Pumps Limited said, “The results show that the company’s strategy is on course. “Going forward we will continue to focus on Solar Projects by MNRE, State
Govts, KUSUSM and International Solar Alliance (ISA). Also looking to expand our export business by adding new new dealers/ distributors.
Recent announcements also indicates Govt’s intention making renewable energy a prime
focus specially solar energy pumps. ISA assigned its 500000 Solar pumps project to EESL is
a welcome step and will open the doors for Indian companies in international solar business.
KUSUM Yojna (Kisan Urja suraksha evam Uthan Mahayojna) which target to convert 17.5 lakh
diesel pumps in near terms and all 30 mn agriculture pumps with Solar Pumps in next 10 years.
KUSUM is an ambitious long term Scheme focusing on Solar Pumps.
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